
 

An action film that tells about an ex-special forces operative who now works as a white tiger tour guide in the Sunderbans Tiger
Reserve. He is suddenly drawn back into action when tigers are hunted down to near-extinction by an international drug
smuggling syndicate.

The world's largest mangrove forest, the Sundarbans is located in Bangladesh and is home to Royal Bengal Tigers, considered
the largest of all big cats. Here, they are revered as 'King Tigers' with some stories claiming that they can swallow crocodiles
whole! The Sunderbans tiger reserve was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997 and has become one of Bangladesh's
major tourist destinations. Roar is the only tiger in India to have taken down a man in his own home. He was brought in from
the wild in 2009 for safety reasons after another tiger, Sultan, attacked and killed his beloved keeper, Raman. He is now kept at
the Bannerghatta Biological Park in Bangalore.

Metal bands The Raghu Dixit Project and Myntra.com are collaborating to create awareness about tigers through Roar , their
take on Pritam’s ‘Chham Chham’ from Dabangg . The song will be launched on July 3 at an event in Mumbai. The song is a
tribute to the ‘King Tiger’, a resident of the Bannerghatta Biological Park in Bangalore. Roar has been inspired by the story of
Pritam’s Dabangg song, Chham Chham. The lyrics of this version have been penned by Raghu Dixit and Nikhil Kamath and
they will be released as part of sale proceeds from the video. The funds will go towards Nature Cure Foundation’s efforts at
conservation and research on tigers. Actors Ranveer Singh and Deepika Padukone were initially approached for the song but
they backed out due to time constraints. The music is given by renowned music director Pritam, the movie's BGM is composed
by Meet Brothers. The song is sung by Arijit Singh and Aditi Singh Sharma, both are recreating the same look that was
recreated in Dabangg's version of Chham Chham while coming up with new tunes. 

The film opened to mixed reviews on its opening day, with reviewers praising the action sequences but criticising the overall
execution of the film. However, "Roar" went on to become a commercial success. 

It was released in India on 23 April 2011, went on to become a blockbuster of the year with the total gross of more than 650
crore. It was a hit in India and overseas too. The film did poorly in its second weekend, but then picked up and did well in
weekdays. The film has won many awards and nominations, including six Filmfare Awards.

 

 

  Benegal was nominated for Best Original Screenplay at the 90th National Film Awards. Aamir Khan received Best Actor
(Male) at Filmfare Awards.
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